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United States Patent [19] [11] Patent Number: 5,794,164

Beckert et al. [45] Date of Patent: Aug. 11, 1998

[54] VEHICLE COMPUTER SYSTEM 5,629,626 5/1997 Russel] et al. 324/345

[75] Inventors: Richard D. Beckert. Lake Stevens; FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Mflfk M. Moeller. DES MOlflCS; Germany '
William W011:-R€dm0Dd~ all of Wash 2 120 424 11/1933 United Kingdom.

[73] Assignee: Microsoft Corporation. Redmond, pn-mmy Emm,-,,e,._MiChae1ZanCm
wash‘ Attorney, Agent, or Firm—Lee & Hayes. PLLC

[211 App1.No.: 564,586 [571 ABSTRACT

[22] Filed: Nov. 29, 1995 A vehicle computer system has a housing sized to be
mounted in a Vehicle dashboard or other appropriate

Int. CL6 ................................................. .. lo.cafion_ a compute] m0un[fid within [hc h0uging_ and an
[52] U.S. Cl. ....... .. 701/1; 701/36 open platform operating system which executes on an open
[58] Field of Search ................... .. 364/424.045. 423.098; hardware architecture computer. The open platform operat-

455/345. 346; 701/36. 1 ing system supports multiple ditferent applications that can

_ be supplied by a vehicle user. For instance. the operating
[56] References Cited system can support applications pertaining to entertainment.

TE} H, navigation. communications. security. diagnostics. and oth-
U'S' P DOCUMENTS ers. The computer has one or more storage drive (e.g.. CD

4,194,585 3/1980 Prince ..................................... .. 180/90 drive. floppy disk drive. cassette player. or hard disk drive)
4,731,769 3/1988 Schaefer et al. 369/6 which permits the vehicle user to download programs from

4.737.040 11/1983 An_1eS et a1- 364/424-01 a storage medium (e.g.. CD. diskette. cassette. or hard disk)
4s337»52° 5/1939 Z5115“? ------ -- 331/43 to the computer. In the described implementation. the com-

gfggg : Efiawa 2191' puter has two independent processors. One processor. which
’ ’ er ct ’ ‘ runs the operating system. is mounted in a stationary base

unit of the housing and the other processor is mounted to a

 
 
 

 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3452.239 9/1995 Shanna at al_ 370/32.1 faceplate which is detachable from the base unit. When the
5,455,323 10/1995 Noreen eta]. 370/so facfiplatcis att3Ch°C1~th'=fiISIPI0C<=SS0rPt0Vid¢S fhcprimary
5506.563 4/1996 Ionic .......... .. 340/426 control over all operating systems (i.e.. entertainment.
5,546,273 8/1996 Ham's . .... .. 361/697 navigation. communications. security. diagnostics. and
5,555,172 9/1996 Potter .
5,555,491 9/1996 Tao
5,S55,5(D 9/1996
5,559,707 9/1996

. 364/424-01 others) and the faceplate processor is subservient. When the
---- -~ 351/635 faceplate is detached. it forms a portable RF device with the

' faceplate processor providing radio and communications
5,510,322 3/1997 364/449.5 °“1"“bm‘1°5'
5,527,547 5/1997 . . 3427357
5,627,974 5/1997 Watts, Jr. et al. ....................... 395/281 46 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets
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